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since 2009, westbrook interiors 

has been a pioneering force in the 

fit-out industry, known for 

innovative design and execution. 

Our experienced team has built an impressive portfolio 

of successful projects, including offices, business 

centers, and retail spaces. We're recognized for 

breathtaking designs, on-time delivery, and competitive 

rates. We provide conceptual designs and mood 

boards for an immersive client experience, prioritizing 

perfection from overall design to intricate details. Our 

commitment to meeting project targets and deadlines 

is unwavering. We bring passion, skill, and experience 

to every project, aligning with our client's vision, budget, 

and timeline. 
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By intertwining this understanding with our 

design ethos, we create office spaces that 

aren't just visually stunning but also resonate 

with the company's soul. Our designs not only 

reflect but also amplify the company's identity, 

making every square foot a testament to its 

mission and values.

At Westbrook Interiors, we understand that 

every company has a story, a philosophy, and 

values that are integral to its essence. At 

Westbrook, our approach is steeped in deep 

understanding. Before the first sketch is 

drawn, we invest time to understand:

The Company's Philosophy: 

What drives your organization? What's the 

overarching vision?

Core Values: 

What principles guide your actions and 

decisions?

Employee Dynamics: 

How do teams interact? What spaces would 

enhance functionality and foster collaboration?

Strategic Positioning: 

What image does the company aspire to 

project? Modern, traditional, innovative, 

eco-friendly?
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of successful projects, including offices, business 

centers, and retail spaces. We're recognized for 

breathtaking designs, on-time delivery, and competitive 

rates. We provide conceptual designs and mood 

boards for an immersive client experience, prioritizing 

perfection from overall design to intricate details. Our 

commitment to meeting project targets and deadlines 

is unwavering. We bring passion, skill, and experience 

to every project, aligning with our client's vision, budget, 

and timeline. 

World-Class Design  

Award-winning designers sculpt spaces that 

not only look captivating but also resonate 

with the ethos of your brand.

Precision in Every Detail

Our dedication to perfection is apparent not 

just in the grand layout but in the minutiae 

that often goes unnoticed. It's the little 

things that make the big picture.

the 
westbrook
advantage



Turnkey Excellence

From concept to completion, our full turnkey 

process ensures that you get a masterpiece 

without the hassle. Westbrook takes care of it 

all, flawlessly.

A Legacy of Trust

We've partnered with hundreds of multinational 

corporations and market leaders. Our vast 

portfolio stands testament to our commitment 

and expertise.
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the 
westbrook
way



Flexibility Meets Functionality

Our client-centric approach recognizes that 

every business has unique needs. Our 

designs are rooted in meticulous analysis 

and scientific processes, ensuring spaces 

are as functional as they are aesthetic.

Budget & Timeline? Always on Point

Dreams shouldn't be constrained by 

numbers. At Westbrook, we respect your 

budget and timelines. Every project is 

delivered on time, every time, without 

compromising on quality.

Partners in Your Journey

More than just designers and builders, 

consider us your partners. We walk with you 

at every step, ensuring that our design 

solutions are tailor-made to reflect your 

aspirations, culture, and brand identity.

Your Space Deserves the Westbrook Touch

Offices, business centers, retail outlets, 

restaurants - no matter the space, we 

breathe life into it. Let's co-create 

environments that inspire, motivate, and 

resonate.
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Our mission is to bring the 

essence of each space to life 

through exceptional design. 

Our team of dedicated designers and engineers 

approaches every project with unwavering 

professionalism, meticulous attention to detail, and a 

commitment to providing outstanding customer 

service. We are known for our innovative design 

solutions that seamlessly harmonize functionality with 

aesthetics, earning us recognition for our business 

acumen. Our goal is to offer a diverse range of 

services, ensuring affordability, durability, and the 

highest standards of quality craftsmanship in every 

project we undertake.
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Workspace by
westbrook



Westbrook excels in crafting beautiful yet practical work 

environments. As a leading design and build company in Dubai, UAE, 

we prioritize a deep understanding of your workspace needs. Our 

expertise in office design spans various styles, from contemporary to 

classic, and we take the responsibility of creating workspaces that 

align with your vision, offering services beyond measurements and 

furniture selection, including lighting, air conditioning, doorways, and 

design visualization.
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Retail by
westbrook



Westbrook specializes in delivering practical and inspiring retail 

interior designs in Dubai, UAE. We prioritize comprehensive interior 

solutions that meet retail marketing demands. From conceptualization 

to final handover, we transform your ideas into remarkable retail 

experiences, focusing on functionality and aesthetics.
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Office
Furniture by
westbrook



At Westbrook, we blend sophistication and contemporary design 

elements, ensuring your office space caters to both style and comfort. 

With a diverse range of office furniture for various workplace settings, 

we offer cost-effective business furniture in Dubai. Our expert team 

guides you through office furniture planning, embracing modern 

innovations affordably.
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Our
work



For over 14 years, Westbrook Interiors has been dedicated to turning our clients’ visions into 

stunning and practical realities. We are on a mission to bring your workspace ideas to life, 

creating timeless designs that position us as a prominent Interior Design and Build company 

in Dubai.



Westbrook is one of the pioneering design & build companies in Dubai, UAE. Our 

creative process is drawn by understanding your workspace needs.

A workspace that reflects your brand essence and embodies the ethos of the people. 

The team at Westbrook has top-notch skills in the industry when it comes to office 

design.

Innovation and creativity are either side of the coin, that we at Westbrook work 

towards striking an ideal aesthetic balance. With years of experience in the UAE 

market, we shuffle different styles- from contemporary to classic. From 

conceptualization to handover, we dedicatedly carry the mantle to create 

workspaces that facilitate your ideology.

We offer a plethora of services that are not limited to measurement, partitioning, 

furniture selection, but also lighting, air conditioning, doorways, and design 

visualization.

Our concepts are a sheer reflection of your work culture and are an inclusive process, it 

begins with identifying the customer interests and conceptualization.
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